
I
learned my hard lessons in scent con-
trol while stalking New Mexico’s
September   archery mule deer as a

kid. I sent untold numbers of deer fleeing
before fully understanding the serious
implications of scent and wind direction.
After, I remember too well being cheated
by veering breezes just before an
impending shot. I eventually purchased a
bottle of vile skunk cover scent but soon
enough learned that covering up scent
was not enough. Game has an uncanny

ability to separate odors, however over-
powering. After bagging a couple does I
got more serious about scent control. I
added entire boxes of baking soda to my
bath water, avoiding the perfumed
deodorant soaps Mom preferred. I stored
my camo fatigues in trash sacks filled
with leaves and cedar boughs.

Deer still continued to bust me, but
these rituals provided confidence, and I
tagged my first archery mule deer buck
the following season.

Whitetail Games
While in my early 20s and attending

college in Texas to study journalism and
photography I began bowhunting
whitetails. I discovered a whole new
world of scent problems; one where deer
came to scent me as I sat waiting and at
the mercy of fickle winds. I quickly
bought into the full scent program; scent
wafers hung from my person and buck
lures slathered about my stands. I was
heavy into green hunter’s soaps, spray-

Author Patrick Meitin killed this gorgeous Eastern
Colorado whitetail while installed in a windmill stand. Any
time bowhunters are confined to a stand they are at the
mercy of wind. ScentBlocker from Robinson Outdoors cloth-
ing was a factor in the author’s hunting success that day.



ing down with cover scent — vanilla-
scented Cover-Up being one of the first I
remember. I doused my boots with fox
urine before walking into stands.Even so,
playing the wind – when possible — still
proved best.

As years passed the green hunter
soaps and cover sprays on store shelves
began to improve, with ingredients that
actually eliminated human odors rather
than covering them up.Then scent elimi-

nation hit a new plateau when Scent-
Lok’s Greg Sesselmann introduced his
first activated-charcoal scent elimination
suits. This was odor prevention that did-
n’t sweat off  or wear off in the field. I
couldn’t “forget the wind,” as some ads
claimed, but I was being busted less
often, getting shots at game even after
breezes veered suddenly to bathe the
back of my neck with cool air. Playing the
wind was still important, but modern
scent control garments added a definite
edge to my bowhunting pursuits.

Scent-elimination clothing could be
likened to religion; there are believers
and there are non-believers. There are
also those who go through the motions
just in case it actually has merit. Still, if
Scent-Lok Technologies’ patented acti-
vated charcoal technology has done only
one thing for bowhunting, it has hugely
elevated awareness of the average man
in camouflage to the all-important role
scent elimination plays in consistent
bowhunting success. Scent-Lok has
made bowhunters hyper-aware of what
controlling scent can do for bowhunting
success.

Activated Charcoal/Carbon –
The Universal Filter

Scent-Lok Technologies: Greg
Sesselmann’s degree in metallurgical
engineering, plus a background in creat-
ing filtration systems for industrial appli-
cations, may seem far removed from
bowhunting whitetails, but these dis-
parate elements ultimately brought
Scent-Lok to light.While researching effi-
cient filtration systems for removing
organic impurities from dry cleaning flu-
ids for a Fortune 500 company
Sesselmann discovered the benefits of
activated charcoal.He became intimately
familiar with high tech, specially-activat-
ed charcoals as effective filtering agents
— activated carbon as the universal filter.
And he felt it had an application for
bowhunters.

“I was uncomfortable shooting
much past 15 yards,” says Sesselmann.

“I’d already found out that I couldn’t
cover my scent with another scent.
Eliminating scent was the only way to
consistently get that close to whitetails. I
would go to great pains to keep my
hunting clothes as scent free as possible.
It was a real hassle. One day, while ready-
ing myself to hunt, a sudden thought hit
me, `Wouldn’t it be cool if I had a body
suit made out of that charcoal filter I’ve
been working on?’ It was like an electri-
cal shock. I began to envision an entire
system; clothing layers, head covers,
gloves and all.”

Scent-Lok construction is more com-
plicated than first meets the eye, and
continues to evolve to assure suits last
longer, are more effective, and are lighter
in weight. In the simplest terms,activated
charcoal is sprinkled onto a holding fab-
ric,a highly-flexible binder sprinkled over
that; like salt and pepper; binder and
charcoal. This mixture is sandwiched
between another layer of material and
bound together with heat. This secures
the charcoal and assures that the fabric
can be washed and the charcoal will
remain intact after hard use. This active
layer is then placed between various
laminates – cold-weather fleece, water-
proof Gore-Tex, warm-weather Savanna
layers, for instance — to create hunting
duds for various hunting conditions.

Sesselmann tells Arrow Trade that
Scent-Lok recently hired the indepen-
dent firm of Intertek Testing Services
(ITS) in Cortland, New York, to compare
Scent-Lok to other popular scent-control
technologies. He also wished to put nag-
ging rumors to rest. According to
Sesselmann, these tests proved that acti-
vated charcoal most effectively absorbed
the full spectrum of compounds deter-
mined by biochemists to cause human
odors. Other tests, Sesselmann says, were
conducted to disprove rumors by vested
interests that Scent-Lok couldn’t be
effectively regenerated after repeated
washing or prolonged use. Sesselmann
points out that these tests, too, proved
that Scent-Lok claims are scientifically
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valid. In these tests Scent-Lok continued
to absorb odors at a minimum-estab-
lished level even after repeated washing
and recharging in a clothes dryer.

“We’re not married to activated
charcoal,” Sesselmann says emphatically.
“If there was something better, we’d use
it. I only know that extensive tests contin-
ue to tell us it’s the best thing we cur-
rently have for soaking up and filtering
human odors.”

Scent-Lok offers customers a Scent-
Lok “Field Effective” Guarantee to back
these claims. This states that when a full
system of Scent-Lok apparel is worn
(head protection, jacket/shirt, pant, and
scent-free footwear); when regeneration
is conducted according to care instruc-
tions at a minimum of every 40 hours of
field use; using proper storage tech-
niques including a Scent-Lok-lined bag
stored in an airtight container; and using
all scent-free equipment; that animals
near you will remain unalarmed, even
when downwind, or your money back.
Field effectiveness is warranted for three
years, which should reassure some cus-
tomers concerned with the price of a
complete outfit. Just as importantly, it
may help you retailers sell the acces-
sories, like Scent-Lok gloves and socks

and headcovers and scent-blocking
boots, that let the system work as
designed.

Mike Andrews, Scent-Lok’s Vice
President of Marketing/Advertising, says
new cuts and styling also make Scent-
Lok more effective. He points to features
such as a new “tuxedo” cut. Jacket backs
now include longer tails to keep scent
contained better while climbing or hik-
ing. Collars have also been made to con-
tain scent while also remaining comfort-
able even for those who wear a beard.
Andrews says they have spent as much
time developing effective head covers as
any other feature, assuring proper fit and
comfort so bowhunters will include
them in their system.He emphasizes that
an entire system approach is an all-
important aspect, covering yourself head
to toe so no scent escapes from any area
of the body.

Robinson Outdoors
ScentBlocker 

Activated charcoal – or carbon — is
also at the core of Robinson Outdoors’
ScentBlocker scent control technology
licensed from Sesselmann’s firm.
ScentBlocker aims to utilize the very best
activated carbon available, selected for

having a wider pore size and greater sur-
face area. This allows large odor mole-
cules to be absorbed more readily. Scott
Schultz, Robinson Outdoors’ President,
says ScentBlocker activated carbon
adsorbs odors better than any other
material currently available, able to hold
the very gases that carry human odors.

Activated carbon, as we have deter-
mined, is a universal filter. Human odor is
actively attracted to and physically held
to the carbon.This physical absorption is
a relatively low-energy process, and
Schultz reminds us that if enough energy
is applied, the process is reversible and
the carbon suit can be regenerated to
use repeatedly. Through regeneration
odors are purged and new absorption
sites are created. This is accomplished
simply enough by tumbling in your
home clothes dryer on high heat.

According to Schultz ScentBlocker
garments are designed to seal up exit
points and force the odors through the
body filter. Because the fabric is breath-
able it allows odor to flow to and around
the carbon and be absorbed.

ScentBlocker uses a “Scent
Protection Factor,” or SPF, to rate the gar-
ments designed at their Cannon Falls,
Minnesota headquarters. SPF rates the
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Scent-Lok TV host Phil Phillips wears the Buckskin garments
introduced this year. A Buckskin Deluxe Parka and Six Pocket
Pant use a soft outer shell that sheds rain, with an interior
ClimaFlex layer that holds the activated carbon.
Recommended for temperature ranges of 30 to 60 degrees, the
Buckskin garments stay quiet even when the temperature
drops below freezing. The new series includes a Headcover with
adjustable mask and the All Weather Cowboy Hat Cover that
Phillips wears as host of Wildlife Point Blank. Sizing on the
parka and pants runs M to 3X, in Mossy Oak Break-Up or
Realtree Hardwoods.

The Supreme With Gore-Tex Lightweight Parka Scent-Lok introduced
in 2005 goes beyond a garment like the Buckskin Deluxe Parka to pro-
tect in harsh conditions because the Gore-Tex shell keeps wind and
moisture out. The hood, shoulders, chest and arms all are “articulated”
with panels sewn to provide an easy range of motion. Styling features
include zippers that won’t snag on a hunter’s beard.



relative activated carbon levels of each
suit based on the amount of carbon con-
tained and the overall construction of
the fabrics. The higher the SPF, the more
odor it can absorb over a longer period
of time. XLT includes SPF 40 activated
carbon fused between super-soft outer
fabric and embossed inner lining for
lightweight suits that assure comfort in
warm weather. SPF 60 is included in
ScentBlocker’s 3D RealLeaf suits and Ball
Caps, 100 SPF is the level your customer
gets in Xtreme Liners — which also
include Contain antimicrobial technolo-
gy to prevent bacteria growth on the
skin.

Schultz points to BodyLock and
Micro-Wick technologies as added scent-
controlling features found on many new
ScentBlocker products. BodyLock strate-
gically locks in human body odor at key
exit points at your wrists, neck, waist and
leg openings. These cuffs allow maxi-
mum absorption by the ScentBlocker
activated carbon and minimum scent
leakage. Micro-Wick helps quickly dis-
perse moisture away from the skin to
keep you dry and prevent the moist envi-
ronment where odor-causing bacteria is
more likely to flourish.Also new,full-front
scent-proof zippers are now found on all

Realtree Road Trips jackets for added
scent containment. Schultz reminds us
that head covers and gloves should not
be neglected, that they are an all impor-
tant aspect to the entire scent-control
system.

No Trace Cyclodextrine
No Trace is a new name in odor elim-

ination. It’s not an antimicrobial, and it
does not include activated charcoal. No
Trace uses a chemical reaction and heat
to bond cyclodextrine to fabrics during
manufacturing. According to Dewey
Knight, part of the sales, marketing and
customer service team at No Trace,
cyclodextrine is the same chemical used
by Proctor & Gamble in their product
Febreze, a spray used to eliminate house-
hold odors. Knight says cyclodextrine
basically holds the opposite ionic charge
of most common odors. This allows it to
actually attract odors, like a TV screen
does dust and lint. Cyclodextrine is made
up of several shapes and sizes of micro-
scopic “cones” that pull odors in and trap
them there until released. Because it
attracts odors instead of filtering them,
Knight says garments including No Trace
don’t need to fit tightly, that they breath
more freely, and can be made lighter.
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Circle 183 on Response Card

Robinson Outdoors equips its 3D Realleaf Jacket and Pant with removable activated car-
bon liners that carry a SPF 60 rating.The patented design means leaves are not used on the
upper chest or the inside of the arms where they could interfere with a bowstring. The col-
lar, wrist cuffs and waist of the jacket, like the waist and ankle cuffs of the pants, have the
BodyLock feature to keep scent-laden air from puffing out as the person moves. You can
order these in S through 3XL, but only in the Mossy Oak Break-Up pattern.
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No Trace is easily recharged by
washing with scent and UV-free deter-
gents. According to Knight the average
hunter should get about a week of effec-
tive use from No Trace garments
between washings. He also says that
when a washing machine is not avail-
able, such as in a wilderness setting, that
simply rinsing No Trace clothing in water
and wringing them out can provide a
partial recharge. No Trace, like activated
carbon attire, must be stored in an air-
tight, scent free container when not in
use, as it is continually absorbing odors.
This also means that cover-up scents
should not be used in conjunction with
No Trace,as these will only serve to fill the
garment’s cones and lessen its odor-
absorbing capabilities.

There have been allegations within
the industry that the cones in No Trace
are highly effective at “grabbing” certain
odors but not others. The explanation
follows that “round-peg” and “square-
peg” odors, for example, are readily
absorbed, while “triangle-peg”odors may
not be. This all depends on whose test
results you consult.Knight says tests con-
ducted by No Trace conclude that the
percentage of odors not absorbed by
their product were undetectable, that it
actually produced better results than
activated charcoal. Tests conducted by
activated charcoal interests showed
directly the opposite.

Ab-Scent Fiber Technology
Jim Reich, President of Fox-Rich

Textiles, says Ab-Scent gives the
bowhunter the best of both worlds. He
says it includes the bacteria-destroying
qualities of an antimicrobial, but also the
odor-absorbing characteristics of activat-
ed charcoal. This means it kills bacteria
on the skin like an antimicrobial, but also
absorbs odors passing through it.
According to Reich, this also means it
attacks both human and outside odors,
unlike a antimicrobial which only attacks
bacteria on the skin. Ab-Scent is
recharged through washing.

Independent laboratory tests pro-
vided by Fox-Rich show that Ab-Scent-
treated materials reduced odor by 89 to
91 percent in cotton twill, 81 to 83 per-
cent in jersey fabric, and 33 to 48 percent
in fleece garments, when compared to
untreated fabrics of the same makeup.

“Ab-Scent’s scent-suppressing abili-

ties start before the
yarn is made,” says
Reich. “It can never
wash out. Ab-Scent
is a plant-based cel-
lulose fiber that is
entangled into the
yarn before the fab-
ric is even made.
Because the active
ingredient is entan-
gled into the yarn
during manufactur-
ing, we can choose
different yarns
depending on what
the final product is a
customer wants. We
would use a different
yarn for a comfort-
able T-shirt, for
instance, than a
durable boot.” Fox-
Rich doesn’t make
garments, only the
fabrics products are
made from. Dealers interested in prod-
ucts containing Ab-Scent are encour-
aged to call Fox-Rich for lists of products
including the technology.

In & Out With Elimitrax
Scott Whitlock, owner of Elimitrax,

tells Arrow Trade that his revolutionary
product allows bowhunters to get in and
out of their whitetail tree-stands sites
without a single animal ever knowing
they were there. “What we have done,”
says Whitlock, “is formulate new plastic
technologies that have no smell at all.
Every type of footwear currently avail-
able leaves behind some kind of odor.We
spent three years developing a rubber
that leaves no scent behind while walk-
ing in and out of stands. Elimiscent is a
plastic technology that is applied to
material in a liquid state. We take materi-
al and run it through a bath to impreg-
nate the fabric. We then dip the material
a second time to create a coating. This
coating allows no scent to escape at all. It
doesn’t matter what you’re walking
through; you don’t have to worry about
contaminating your stand surroundings.
This allows you to see more animals long
into the season.

“Tests have shown that our material
does put off gas, or molecules — like
anything else — but these molecules

don’t have a detectable smell. Also, it
doesn’t soak up odors from its surround-
ings.We’ve taken all surface area away, so
it doesn’t soak up any outside scent.
There’s just nothing for scent to grab
onto.

“The overboot system is lightweight
and easy to carry. Once you reach a point
where you don’t want game to know
you’ve been there, you take them out of
your pack and put them on. You’re then
covered up to the thigh. We’ve found
through testing that even trained blood
hounds can’t smell where a person has
walked wearing Elimitrax. More recently
we introduced gloves for things like
pushing aside foliage while accessing
your stand, making mock scrapes, han-
dling decoys, trimming shooting lanes,or
hanging stands.”

Elimitrax are waterproof to 12 psi,
but technically not water tight. This
means you will stay dry crossing a dewy
field, or quickly fording a small creek, but
not if you stand in water for prolonged
periods. They come in sizes to fit over
small to extra large boots.Gloves come in
regular and large sizes.

At The Base Of The Matter
Human odor starts with bacteria.We

all carry bacteria around with us. It’s part
of a healthy system. Where the problem
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Guy Grubel, the vice president of brand development for
Medalist Huntgear, was at the Kinsey’s Dealer Show to spread the
word about the company’s expansion this fall from base layer gar-
ments to middlewear and outerwear. Look close at the lining of any
of the garments and you’ll see silver stripes where the fibers have
been encapsulated. That’s what kills the odor-causing bacteria,
Grubel said, and that’s why soldiers and police officers love to wear
the base layer fabrics his company makes under their body armor.
Now Medalist is betting that scent-conscious bowhunters will want
silver technology in everything they wear, from the lightweight
undergarments available now to socks, headcovers, jackets and
pants that will begin shipping to dealers this fall.
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lays is when everyday body bacteria dies,
creating odors that can become offen-
sive to even the ineffective human nose,
especially when we perspire to create a
damp environment. The basis of control-
ling human odors while bowhunting lays
in controlling, as well as possible, the
odor that emanates from our skin. Base-
layer clothing uses various antimicrobial
agents to kill bacteria production at the
source.

ARC/Arctic Shield: One of these
agents is the natural element silver. Jeff
Phillips, Press Relations for ARC/Arctic
Shield, tells Arrow Trade that silver elimi-
nates odor-causing bacteria on contact.
Arctic Shield’s X-System (formally X-
Scent) undergarments use E47 Nano
Technology to this end. Nano-Silver
Technology is a process by which silver is
extruded directly into polyester material
to create a permanent bond and acceler-
ate ion flux to eliminate microbes more
quickly. Other silver technologies, says
Phillips, use plating or strand processes
that can wear with time. He also says
these approaches often affect comfort,
flexibility, wicking and insulation proper-
ties. E47 cotton is also available, silver-
bearing nanoparticles permanently
bonded to target fibers at the molecular
level to retain the natural qualities of the
material, without flaking or rubbing off,
or washing out. Phillips says an elimina-
tion of manufacturing issues will allow
them to sell E47 garments at or below
prices of other silver technologies.

“Antimicrobial technology is most
effective when worn against the skin, at
the source of human odors,”says Phillips.
“It doesn’t make sense to put it into outer
garments where bacteria does not origi-
nate.” Due to this philosophy X-System
clothing includes only Polywool Base
Layers, shirts, socks, head cover, and BTU
garments to be worn directly against the
skin.

Browning: Silver also makes
Browning’s NTS (Next To Skin) garments
tick. Constructed from moisture-wicking
polyester, NTS layers are designed to
move moisture away from the skin and
outward where it can evaporate; keeping
you cooler when it’s hot, warmer when
it’s cold. Browning Media Relations
Manager Paul Thompson says
OdorSmart antimicrobial technology

with Visa Endurance silver ions kill bacte-
ria that cause body odor, and needs no
regeneration. NTS is available in com-
pression and loose-fit styles and in two
weights for warm or cold weather.

Medalist Performance Wear:
Medalist also uses silver technology to
create antimicrobial base layers, as well
as outerwear. According to Medalist’s
Guy Grubel, X-Static Silver Max technolo-
gy has been used by the US Military,
NASA, and the European Space Agency
to control odor-causing bacteria during
prolonged outings. The high-perfor-
mance fiber includes a 360-degree coat-
ing of pure silver permanently bonded to
the fabric fibers to last the lifetime of the
garment without maintenance. Grubel
says that extruding processes simply
don’t provide the same coverage as their
coating process, with a 360-degree cov-
erage allowing maximum silver material
to be incorporated into their products.
Silver Max instantly inhibits the growth
of bacteria, while neutralizing ammonia
and denatured proteins which create
human odors, so scent never has a
chance to start. The warmer and wetter
the environment (conditions where bac-
teria thrives), the more effective it
becomes, says Grubel.

Silver Max also proves to be a great
heat regulator, keeping you warmer in
the cold by reflecting body heat back in,
and cooler when it’s warm by reflecting
heat away from the body. Silver Max
technology is found in light-, mid-, and
Expedition-weight Scent Free base layers
and Anchorage Insulated Water/Wind
Proof Full Zip Jacket and Pants.

When questioned about the logic of
including Silver Max antimicrobial tech-
nology in outer garments, Grubel had
this to say: “We all perspire, whether
sedentary or in motion. This perspiration
occurs in liquid, vapor, and gaseous
forms. Silver technology works on all
three forms, through all layers, not just
next to the skin. By incorporating Silver
Max into outer garments you get scent-
elimination that functions outside your
base layer.

“Also, sinceSilver Max helps regulate
body temperature, you perspire less.This
ultimately impacts odor production and
scent elimination — in addition to our
hydrophobic materials that transfer
moisture away from the skin to evapo-
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rate faster,” Grubel said.
Contain Scent Control

Technology: Contain is a fabric featuring
an advanced fiber blend with built-in
scent-less deodorant, a scent control
actually impregnated directly into the
fiber structure. Because of this construc-
tion it remains effective for the life of the
garment, even after washing the gar-
ment so many times it begins to fray
apart. The organic additive is integrated
into the fiber structure before formation
to create a reservoir that constantly
replenishes the fiber surface. The active
ingredient in Contain acts as an antimi-
crobial to prevent bacteria and odor for-
mation.

Contain blends this deodorant fiber
into various fabrics, including Coolmax,
to create ultra light and comfortable
hunting duds. Coolmax is a moisture
management fabric with an ultra-high
drying rate to move sweat away from
skin quickly and keep you dry. The 20
percent acrylic holding the built-in
deodorant also helps wick moisture.
Wear Contain clothing alone on warm
days,or beneath other hunting garments
when it’s cold. Contain is priced compet-
itively.

One new source of Contain is found
in Whitewater Strategic Hunting
Apparel’s new HPTX Antimicrobial Base
Layer Midweight and Expedition Weight
Long Sleeve Shirt, Pant, Head Cover and
Gloves.

Under Armor: Under Armor has
emerged as a heavy hitter in moisture
management. These are garments engi-
neered to wick away perspiration and
regulate body temperature and increase
endurance performance. Part of Under
Armor technology is Armourblock, a
scent-control feature. It’s built into the
performance fibers and guaranteed to
last through the life of the garment.
Armourblock technology neutralizes the
microbes that cause odor, before there’s
any odor at all. This is moisture transport
with effective scent suppression. Under
Armor is offered in warm-weather
HeatGear, and UA Metal and Camo
ColdGear for colder climates.

Mossy Oak Apparel: Scent-Stop is
Mossy Oak Apparel’s new proprietary
scent-control technology, found in Aegis
Microbe Shield and Thermore Therma-
Scent insulation. Chris Sword, Mossy Oak

Apparel’s Director of Marketing, says
Aegis Microbe Shield is molecularly
bonded to the fabric to be durable and
withstand repeated washings. Thermore
Therma-Scent is a unique form of antimi-
crobial-treated insulation employing an
electrostatic process to attract and neu-
tralize bacteria within the insulation and
control outbound odors. According to
Sword, Scent-Stop technology acts to
eliminate the formation of odor-causing
bacteria faster than silver and is also
cheaper. Sword says Scent-Stop leaves
no spaces for bacteria to escape through,
as well as attacking bacteria instantly on
formation. He also says Scent-Stop costs
less than comparable silver undergar-
ments.

Carbon Base Layers: “Carbon” base

layers are another avenue, adding an
additional layer of filtering clothing to
double the effectiveness of activated car-
bon clothing.You can find these in Scent-
Lok’s original Classic Liner Series, newer
BaseSlayers and all-new camo and Cold
Weather BaseSlayers with Climafleece.
Scent Blocker’s Underguard XT (for
warmer weather) and Xtreme Liner
(when colder) are also great options.

Conclusion 
To be brutally honest, as long as

they’re alive your customers will never
achieve total scent elimination, but elim-
inating as much offensive scent as
humanly possible offers a definite edge.
This demands an attention to detail, and
a head-to-toe approach, with scent-con-
tainment clothing only part of the equa-
tion. There’s no use showering in the lat-
est hunter’s soap if you’ll then don stinky
clothing. No manner of scent control will
help if your boots reek of camp-fire
smoke or service-station gasoline or
unwashed socks. No use purchasing an
expensive scent-control suit if you don’t
wear a head cover to keep your bad
breath away from a deer’s nose (sorry,
but deer think that way about our
breath).

Game animals think you and your
customers stink. It is to your advantage
to understand and sell the scent control
garments that help your customers get
closer to game and that give them more
time to get off a good shot.
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This new Drystalker 2 Scent-Stop
Coveralls is part of what Mossy Oak Apparel
is calling the industry’s broadest line of
scent control gear. Like the Drystalker Parka
and Bib Overalls, it uses the Torrent water-
proof-breathable technology. The Scent-
Stop feature is molecularly bonded to the
fibers to fight the formation of odor-causing
bacteria. The Atlanta, Georgia manufactur-
er recommends hunters use Scent-Stop gar-
ments from the skin out: Start with a base
layer of Scent-Stop APX Ballistic or APX
Feather Weight garments, add a Scent-Stop
Pro Shirt, Pant and Jacket, then get more
protection from rain and cold with one of
the Scent-Stop Drystalker garments.

The 90-page catalog from Whitewater
Strategic Hunting Apparel includes 10 gar-
ments that incorporate the Contain antimi-
crobial treatment, from mid-weight and
expedition weight base layer garments to
an uninsulated shirt and pants. A lot of per-
spiration and scent form on hands, so one of
seven new items for 2006 are these HPTX
Gloves that are both high-wicking and sewn
with the Contain fiber.
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P
olarMax is well-known to two
segments of the population that
demand a lot of undergarments:

Skiers and the U.S. Military. In recent
years the manufacturer, Longworth
Industries, has taken what it has learned
about keeping skiers warm and dry, and
keeping our troops cleaner and healthi-
er, to build scent-reducing, comfortable
base layers for  hunters.

I met Trey Harris, director of market-
ing and product development for
Longworth Industries, in West Virginia
last year for a Whitetail University ses-
sion. He supplied participants with
black PolarMax Acclimate Dry Scent
Prevent garments in a lightweight “Tech
Silk”that weights 4 ounces a yard, and in
a mid-weight 6 ounce fabric. We also
tested camo-print garments in the
same two weights, and this year you can
find fleece and 9.5 ounce “Max Survival”
versions as well.

I found I could stay comfortable
while hiking up the hills in the cold
morning with two layers of the
PolarMax, carrying my scent-absorbing
outerwear in my pack. I might be
soaked with perspiration from the exer-
cise by the time I reached my treestand
or blind, but the PolarMax dried quickly
and kept me warm once I replaced my

outerwear. The thin Technical Silk layers
doubled as pajamas for me in the cold
cabin. Surprisingly, the PolarMax held
no odor even after wearing those gar-
ments for four days, often round the
clock. Back in Minnesota, I wore
PolarMax both for hunting and working
in the snow. Since I wore them over
white cotton undergarments, I got in
the habit of folding and returning the
PolarMax to my “clean” drawer because
they simply didn’t pick up odors.

In a follow-up interview with Harris
a few weeks before this issue was print-
ed, he gave me more detail on the com-
pany and its expanding hunting line. In
part because of its many military con-
tracts, Longworth Industries uses U.S.
made fiber to weave the fabric and
everything is cut and sewn here in the
U.S.A. All polyester is good at wicking
and pulling moisture away from the
body, he said, but a patented “Acclimate
Dry” weaving process improves that
characteristic. Military tests require the
garments to wick water vertically 3
inches every 3 minutes, which explains
why my sweat soaked clothing dried
before I felt chilled.

Living in close quarters, often with
limited water for bathing, the military
needs undergarments that help reduce
odors and skin irritation.“Perspiration is
chock full of bacteria,” Harris said. “If it’s
unchecked, it becomes body odor. We
pull that perspiration into the fiber and
then we destroy it with  anti-micro-
bials.” That patented Scent Prevent
treatment is the same used on the mili-
tary garments, and it is still working
after the 50 wash and wear tests the
company puts it through. While Harris
said there are some phenomenal scent
adsorbing camo garments for hunters,
like Scent-Lok and No Trace, PolarMax
Scent Prevent is a good addition partic-
ularly on hunts where the same under-
garments may have to be worn for sev-
eral days in a row.

When your customers do wash
these garments, recommend they use a
free-rinsing detergent like Atsko’s Sport
Wash. That helps keep detergent
residue for “damming” the microfine
fibers and restricting the wicking per-
formance that’s essential to both com-

fort and scent control. The heat transfer
camo patterns that are so long-wearing
do slightly diminish the wicking ability,
Harris said, but they also let PolarMax
garments double as hunting togs for
turkey hunters and early-season
bowhunters.

New for 2006 are twin layer  mid-
weight PolarMax garments that com-
bine the Scent Prevent treatment on
one layer with the silver-based X-static
antimicrobial fabric in the other. They
come in sizes S to XXL at a dealer cost of
$19 for top or bottom.

You can get more information
about USA-made PolarMax base layers
and lightweight hunting clothes by call-
ing (800) 552-8585.

Tim Dehn
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PolarMax Proving Its Worth For Hunters

This 4-way Base Layers Profit Center holds
384 pieces and costs $125 with an order of
$2,500 to $5,000. Above $5,000, it’s free.

Camo and solid color garments are sold
as individual tops and bottoms, at dealer
prices ranging from $10 for the Technical
Silk to $26 for the 9.5 oz. Max Survival.

63Circle 44 on Response Card
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